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Amazon, Walmart
expanding retail media
o�ering into a full-funnel
a�air
Article

These are just some of the latest trends in the retail media landscape we’ll discuss at length in

our upcoming live Meet the Analyst Webinar, “Retail Media: What Advertisers Need to Know.”

https://on.emarketer.com/Webinar-20210729-Criteo-RetailMedia-MeettheAnalyst_BusRegpage.html?Source=vid-promo-nl
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The pandemic supercharged ecommerce sales in the US, accelerating the digital market about

two years into the future in terms of its penetration of total retail sales. Retail media was

already one of the fastest-growing digital ad channels before that, and now it’s set to account

for one in eight digital ad dollars this year.

We estimate that US advertisers will increase investments in ads that appear on ecommerce

properties by 27.8% this year, nearing $24 billion. That’s after almost 50% growth in 2020.

Amazon is the biggest beneficiary of this spending, and also has a significant business using its

data and targeting capabilities to place ads across the web—another key retail media o�ering

in addition to on-property placements. We estimate Walmart is in second place in the US, and

exceeded $1 billion in ecommerce channel ad revenues last year. Walmart recently partnered

with The Trade Desk for retail media placements elsewhere on the internet.

To date, retail media has been a largely lower-funnel a�air, with search ads accounting for the

majority of revenues, both overall and at Amazon specifically. The success of Amazon’s

sponsored search results, and their e�ectiveness in reaching shoppers who have shown a

strong intent to convert, has helped the ecommerce giant take a bite out of Google’s share of

the US search ad market. We estimate Amazon will net almost one in five search ad dollars in

the US this year—more than three times Microsoft’s share.
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But Amazon and other players in the market are doing more to o�er a full-funnel experience

to advertisers, especially with more video ad o�erings. Over the past two years, Amazon’s

Sponsored Brand Video ad product has gained popularity among a wide swathe of its

advertisers, and CTV-based o�erings are getting more sophisticated. Amazon featured

shoppable CTV video ads in its IAB Digital Newfronts presentation, for example. And Walmart

o�ers activations including the ability to sponsor placements across in-store TV walls—a

unique option that combines the branding possibilities of a large digital out-of-home ad with

the fact that shoppers are already in-store and can be directed to purchase a product right

then and there.


